PAS Kp

AIR COOLED HEATPUMPS WITH RECIPROCATING
COMPRESSORS AND AXIAL FANS

The packaged air cooled heatpumps of PAS Kp series are suitable for outdoor installation and can be
used to cool pure fluid solutions for industrial applications or in air conditioning systems of the service
industry, where it is necessary to grant excellent performances and a very low environmental impact.
The refrigerant used is propane, a non-toxic hydrocarbon, even at high concentrations, with a null ozone
depletion potential, negligible global warming potential and thermodynamic properties which allow to
reach high efficiency values.
For this reason the units are designed, as groups for
external installation, in compliance with the European
standards EN 378-1 / EN 378 –2 and their updates.
Depending on the required heating capacity, the units
are available in mono or multi compressor with 1 or 2
independent cooling circuits.
Thanks to the many available options, these heat
pumps are particularly versatile and are easily adaptable to the different types of plant, where production
of chilled water is required.
All the units are completely factory-assembled and
tested
and supplied with refrigerant and non-freezing oil
charge. So, once on site, they only need to be positioned and connected to the hydraulic line and power
supply.
Units CE certified in compliance with the European
regulation 813/2013 at working condition, on the
use side 30/35°C.

Following versions are available:
PAS Kp – STANDARD VERSION
Operation limits at cooling mode (standard unit):
AIR: from +10°C to +40°C;
WATER (outlet from the evaporator): From -5 to 15°C.
Operation limits at heating mode (standard unit):
AIR: from -15°C to +15°C;
WATER (outlet from the condenser): From 25 to 55°C.
MAIN COMPONENTS:
Structure strong and compact, made of base and frame
with high-thickness galvanised steel elements, assembled with stainless steel rivets. All galvanised steel surfaces externally positioned are superficially coated by
an oven powder-painting with colour RAL 7035. The
technical section which contains compressors and the
other cooling circuits elements, except the condensing
part, is hermetically closed from the rest of the ambient
, equipped with a leakage sensor and a forced ventilation system . To reduce the sound level, it is possible
to insulate the technical section with a sound and fire
proof mattress.
SEMI-HERMETIC ALTERNATIVE COMPRESSORS
optimized to operate with the hydrocarbons and realized in compliance with the regulations on safety in
force. The compressors and all the relevant components of the cooling circuit are closed inside a technical
compartment which is hermetically closed and kept in
constant forced ventilation to avoid air stagnation and
refrigerant pockets which can comes out from possible leaks. The electrical motor, arranged for starting
with low inrush current (option PW), is equipped with
thermal protection module (installed inside the electrical cabinet). The lubricating system, of forced type, is
equipped with oil filters and check valves to survey the
lubricating pressure and is made through a high pressure pump. Each compressor, which works on a single
independent circuit, is installed on rubber isolation
dampers and provided with anti-vibration dampers and
valves on suction and discharge side, ATEX version of
electronic differential pressure switch to control the oil
level, ATEX crankcase heater and temperature probe
on discharge side to control the compressor discharge
temperature.
STAINLESS STEEL PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER
One or two circuits version, thermally insulated with
high thickness close cell flexible insulation. The evaporator is also equipped with safety water flow switch
switching off the unit in case of low water flow through
the evaporator.
HEAT-EXCHANGE EXTERNAL COILS
With micro-finned copper tubes and a hydrophilic treatment , positioned in staggered rows and mechanically
expanded into an aluminium finned pack. Fins are designed with such a shape providing the highest heat exchange efficiency. The coil is placed directly on a condensate drip tray . The frontal section of the coil can
have, as an option, the safety protection grid (Option
GP).

6-POLES AXIAL FANS WITH ELECTRICAL MOTOR
With external rotor directly coupled to the impeller Aluminum blades with wings profile are suitably designed to
avoid any turbulence in the air detachment zone, granting in this way the max efficiency with the minimum noise
level. The fan is equipped with galvanized steel protection grid painted after the construction. The fan motors
are of totally closed type and have got a protection factor IP54 and protection winding-flooded thermostat.
PLATE REGENERATIVE GAS/FLUID HEATING
EXCHANGER
Installed on each circuit to grant a suitable overheating
value to the compressor sucked gas and a right oil temperature and at the same time to increase the cooling
circuit efficiency through the sub-cooling of condensing
section leaving fluid.
INDEPENDENT COOLING CIRCUITS
Each provided with a shut-off valve for refrigerant
charge, antifreeze sensor, 4 way valve for circle inversion liquid separator, shut-off valves on liquid line, sight
glass, dehydrating filter for R290 with wide filtering surface, high-pressure safety valve on high pressure refrigerant side equipped with a connector to the discharged
refrigerant conveying piping, solenoid valve on liquid
line with coil, mechanical thermostatic expansion valve,
calibrated high and low pressure switches and gauges
for R290 specifically. All units are equipped with a special sensor that turning off the compressors in the event
of a gas leak.
ELECTRIC BOARD
Built in compliance with 61439-1 standards, inside of
which all the control system elements and the ones required for electrical motors starting and protection are
located. All factory-connected and tested. The electrical cabinet has got a watertight structure, equipped with
cable glands with protection factor IP65/66. Beside the
electrical cabinet also contains all the power and control
devices, microprocessor electronic board complete with
keypad and display, for visualizing the several functions
available, main switch of lock-door type, isolation transformer for auxiliary circuits, automatic switches, fuses
and protection switches for compressors and fans motors, terminals for general alarm and remote ON/OFF,
spring type terminal board, possibility to interface to
BMS systems.
T
he unit is pre-arranged to activate the electrical power supply stop when there is a ventilation lack in the
compressor section. The lack of ventilation is managed
through differential pressure switches which works as air
flow switches.
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